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Cooking from 
the hear t . . .
For you, this means you no longer need 
a recipe to come up with a great meal, 
despite your extensive collection of 
cookbooks. You love the adventure of 
creating new dishes.

Your cooking takes you all over the 
globe, always to return back home to 
your favourites.

Cooking from the heart doesn’t come from 
a specific culture, and it doesn’t involve 
any particular technique or ingredient 
that you need to source from a specialist 
supplier.

Cooking from the heart is all about love, 
nurture, the thrill of putting together a 
great dish from very little, the excitement 
of something more complex, the reward of 
the joy in the faces around the table.

At Highland we are Serious About 
Cooking, crafting appliances that won’t 
limit you in your ambitions but will help 
facilitate many great meals, and allow you 
to live your passion of cooking from 
the heart.

SER IOUS
ABOUT
COOK ING

As an Australian brand we understand 
our unique way of life, which is 
influenced by a diverse set of cultures 
and traditions from around the globe. 
We know what makes us tick in the 
kitchen, and which things are non-
negotiable when it comes to cooking 
the way you want.

Our ovens are big enough to cater 
for an extended family. Just choose 
whether you prefer a built-in model or 
an upright cooker. 

Our cooktops master the genuine art
of delicate simmering whilst also
offering the versatility and power to 
handle true wok-cooking. This is our 
specialty, and what Highland has 
become known for.

Decking out your kitchen to ensure 
it can handle your style of cooking 
is an important decision. We know if 
you are Serious About Cooking too, 
your research will show Highland 
appliances will truly support your 
creativity in your kitchen, and amplify 
your joy when you cook from 
the heart.
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FREESTANDING COOKERS
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You are serious about 
cooking, and your vision is 
to create a semi-professional 
kitchen with a commercial-
style freestanding cooker 
taking centre stage.

At Highland, we are Serious About Cooking too, and offer
a comprehensive range of freestanding cookers that 
satisfy the most fastidious cook.

Your challenge will be to decide whether to go for a gas or
induction top, how much space you wish to dedicate, or 
which colour you choose.

All models exhibit the same attention to detail, thoroughly 
applied in the last stages of the hand-finishing of the product. 
The surface of the hob is made from a single piece of 
high-quality stainless steel, leaving no hidden nooks for
food to catch in, thus making it easy to clean. 
The front edge trim boasts no gaps around the corners. 
These are all details some would consider small but we 
think are important touches of quality.

Continuing the journey of discovery, open the door and feel 
the solid construction of the oven. Close the door and be 
impressed by the SoftClose action that effectively puts a 
stop to slammed doors (at least in the kitchen!). The practical 
storage drawer below also exhibits a smooth 
SoftClose action.
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COOKING FUNCTIONS
FREESTANDING COOKERS

TRUE FAN OVEN
This function is suitable for most recipes and is an efficient way to cook. 
The temperature is kept uniform throughout the oven and is ideal for baking 
on several shelves or for batch cooking.

FAST PRE-HEAT/ DEFROST
As fast pre-heat to bring the oven to temperature quickly. On defrost, 
without any heat input the fan recirculates the air for safe defrosting. Ideal 
for small frozen items. 

CONVENTIONAL OVEN
Mimics a traditional (non-fan) oven. Ideal for roasting and for baking items 
such as bread or rich fruit cakes on a single shelf.

LOWER ELEMENT
Use at low temperatures for slow-cooking casseroles, custard or for warming 
plates. Use at high temperatures for cooking sweet and savory pastry tarts.

UPPER ELEMENT
Ideal for browning and reheating dishes such as lasagna, moussaka and 
cauliflower cheese.

GRILL
Ideal for crumpets, muffins and Welsh rarebit. Use when grilling for less than 
15 mins. For foods needing a longer time use Fan Assisted Grill.

FAN ASSISTED GRILL
The fan circulates hot air around the food helping to cook it all the way 
through. Ideal for cooking meat such as sausages and chicken portions. 
Cooking high water content foods such as bacon and chops with this 
function helps to reduce the oven steaming up and improves the browning.

FAN ASSISTED OVEN
The fan circulates the hot air around the oven for uniform cooking of larger 
quantities of food. Use for roasting vegetables, meat and poultry, or baked 
fish. This function is the best one for cooking frozen potato products and 
breaded/battered chicken or fish.

PIZZA
Ideal for cooking pizza, pastry or flat breads to get a perfectly cooked base.
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120 CM WIDE 
FREESTANDING 
COOKER WITH GAS 
COOKTOP AND 
TEPPANYAKI PLATE
The 120 cm wide freestanding cooker 
with electric oven and gas cooktop 
including Teppanyaki plate is specified 
to the highest levels. All gas burners 
are made from brass and the cast-iron 
enamelled trivets create a continuous 
surface to move heavy pots and 
pans about.

A WideSpectrum burner handles 
the broad range of requirements the 
most serious of cooks throw at it, be 
it a continuous simmer to craft that 
amazing ragout or high-powered 
output for rigorous stir-frying. The 
other five burners complement the 
hero WideSpectrum burner, offering 
a wide range of options to keep the 
entire menu of the most ambitious of 
cooks going. For example, the compact 
burner goes as low as 1.6 MJ/h to allow 
continuous simmering. 

Two generously sized oven cavities 
with 69 L capacity maximise flexibility, 
to either cook two dishes at separate 
temperatures or use one to pre-heat 
plates while the other is busy finishing 
a roast. 

Both offer the whole gamut of nine 
cooking functions including true 
fan-forced and fan-grilling. 
For perfectly timed roasts, a food probe 
will automatically determine the length 
of the cooking process.

The Teppanyaki plate makes restaurant-
quality Japanese food a breeze to 
prepare at home. Seafood, vegetables
or meat are cooked directly on the 5 mm
strong solid stainless steel plate in the
shortest time, with minimal oil making
this a very healthy option.

In comparison to many other 
Teppanyaki plates on the market, the 
Highland plate comes with a separate 
grease channel that is easy to take out 
for cleaning. In addition, a separate 
stainless steel lid restores the look of 
your pride and joy. 
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DESIGN

• Semi-commercial appeal with fully stainless steel front and large metal 
control dials

• One-piece, high-grade stainless steel moulded hob surface, hand-finished 
without open gaps or visible welding joints

• Large storage drawer with SoftClose mechanism 

• Fully stainless steel Teppanyaki plate with decorative stainless steel lid 

• Available in fully stainless steel or with black doors

COOKTOP

• Six brass burners with single-handed ignition, including one         
WideSpectrum burner with 2.2 to 18.0 MJ/h output range, and one 1.6 to 
3.6 MJ/h simmer burner

• One-piece moulded hob with sealed burners for ease of cleaning

• Heavy duty, continuous cast-iron pan supports for safe placement and 
movement of pots

• Wok ring standard accessory 

• Electronic ignition

• 5 mm solid stainless steel Teppanyaki plate with stainless steel lid and 
removable grease channel (1,000 W)

OVEN

• SoftClose oven doors for supple handling

• 2 x ovens with 69 L gross oven capacity, comprehensively insulated with 
gapless oven liner for optimum energy performance

• Catalytic side liners and removable grill shield above element for ease of 
cleaning

• Triple-glazed doors to maintain a safe to touch surface

• 150 mm fan blades for even heat distribution

• Temperature controls from 40° to 250°C

• 9 cooking functions to extend and inspire your cooking skills

• Two heavy gauge wire shelves, grill tray with wire insert, one set of tele-
scopic oven runners (per oven cavity)

• Meat probe for perfectly timed roasts (left oven cavity only)

• Single interior light per oven cavity

• Electronic clock with timer functions (left oven only)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

• Cast-iron griddle plate 

• Additional set of telescopic oven runners

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Hard-wired to 220-240 V for connection to dedicated 32 amp circuit 
          (6.0 kW max. rated load)

• 1195 mm wide x 870-910 mm high (to the cooktop surface) x 600 mm 
deep.

• Conversion kit for connection to LPG gas included

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

H9G12S1
120 cm wide freestanding cooker with electric oven and six burner gas cooktop including WideSpectrum burner and 
stainless steel Teppanyaki plate

  

GSPublisherEngine 0.0.100.100

1,200mm
600mm

870-910mm

H9G12S1
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90 CM WIDE
FREESTANDING 
COOKER WITH GAS 
COOKTOP

The 90 cm wide freestanding cooker 
with electric oven and gas cooktop is
specified to the highest levels. All gas
burners are made from brass and
the cast-iron enameled trivets create a
continuous surface to move heavy pots
and pans about.

A WideSpectrum burner handles the
broad range of requirements the most
serious of cooks throw at it, be it a
continuous simmer to craft that 
amazing ragout or high-powered 
output for rigorous stir-frying. The 
other five burners complement the hero 
WideSpectrum burner, offering options 
to keep the entire menu of the most 
ambitious cooks going. For example, the 
compact burner goes as low as 1.6 MJ/h 
to allow continuous simmering.

With a 104 L gross capacity electric
oven that offers nine cooking functions
including true fan-forced, this oven is
ready for year round cooking, from
light, fluffy pavlovas in summer that
require a low and even heat to slow 
roasted joints in winter. The food probe 
allows you to set and forget your roasts 
as they will be perfectly cooked 
every time.

A set of telescopic oven shelves 
facilitate access to food and make it 
easier to handle heavy casserole dishes 
outside the hot oven cavity. The full 
width drawer with SoftClose action is 
ideal to store any additional 
baking dishes.
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DESIGN

• Semi-commercial appeal with fully stainless steel front and large solid 
metal control dials

• One-piece, high-grade stainless steel moulded hob surface, hand-finished 
without open gaps or visible welding joints

• Large storage drawer with SoftClose mechanism

• Available in fully stainless steel or with black doors

COOKTOP

• Six brass burners with single-handed ignition, including one        
WideSpectrum burner with 2.2 to 18.0 MJ/h output range, and one 1.6 to 
3.6 MJ/h simmer burner

• One-piece moulded hob with sealed burners for ease of cleaning

• Heavy duty, continuous cast-iron pan supports for safe placement and 
movement of pots

• Wok ring standard accessory 

• Electronic ignition

OVEN

• SoftClose oven door for supple handling

• 104 L gross oven capacity, comprehensively insulated with gapless oven-
liner for optimum energy performance

• Catalytic side liners and removable grill shield above element for ease of 
cleaning

• Triple-glazed door to maintain a safe to touch surface

• 150 mm fan blades for even heat distribution

• Temperature controls from 40° to 250°C

• 9 cooking functions to extend and inspire your cooking skills 

• Heavy duty wire shelves, one set of telescopic runners

• Meat probe for perfectly cooked roasts 

• Twin interior lights

• Electronic clock with timer functions

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

• Cast-iron griddle plate (H9GPEN06)

• Stainless steel Teppanyaki plate (H9G901309)

• Additional set of telescopic oven runners

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Hard-wired to 220-240 V for connection to dedicated 15 amp circuit 
          (3.5 kW max. rated load)

• 895 mm wide x 870-910 mm high (to the cooktop surface) x 600 mm 
deep. 

• Conversion kit for connection to LPG gas included

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

870-910mm

600mm895mm

H9GO9S1
90 cm wide freestanding cooker with electric oven and six burner gas cooktop including WideSpectrum burner
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90 CM WIDE
FREESTANDING COOKER
WITH INDUCTION
COOKTOP

This 90 cm wide freestanding cooker pairs an
electric oven with the most modern cooking
technology - an induction cooktop.

Induction technology works by electromagnetic
heat transfer from below the surface of the
cooktop directly to the magnetic field in the pan
base. This process considerably speeds up the
time it takes to begin cooking because the heat
transfer is instantaneous. In a traditional gas or
electric cooktop, first the surface heats then
the pan heats before any cooking takes place.
Induction is a much more efficient and energy 
saving method of cooking. Cooktop clean-up
is a breeze also and in most instances requires
just a wipe with a soft cloth.

The range of power of induction cooktops
is enormous, allowing you to melt chocolate
directly in the pan base without the need of the
traditional double boiler in a water bath, saving
you time and needless clean-up.

The electronic controls at the heart of induction
technology afford features that are not
possible with conventional cooktops such as
the automatic Heat-up&Turn-down function
which starts off with maximum power to then
automatically drop back to the selected setting.
A Booster function increases the output of the
largest zone by 30% to 3,000 W, enabling you
to bring large quantities of liquid to the boil
quicker than ever.

The oven has a 104 L gross capacity and
offers nine cooking functions making this oven
ready for year round cooking, from light, fluffy
Pavlovas in summer that require a low and even
heat to slow-roasted joints of meat in winter.
The food probe allows you to set and forget
your roasts as they will be perfectly cooked
every time.

Induction cooking is energy efficient and
coupled with the thermal insulation of the oven
cavity, this freestanding cooker is among the
highest rated under European Energy Rating
schemes which means no energy is wasted.
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DESIGN

• Semi-commercial appeal with fully stainless steel front and large metal 
control dials

• One-piece, high-grade stainless steel moulded hob surface, hand-finished 
without open gaps or visible welding joints

• Large storage drawer with SoftClose mechanism

• Available in fully stainless steel or with black doors

COOKTOP

Five induction cooking zones (max 7.4 kW)

– 2 x 2,300 W zone with 3,000 W Booster function (200 and 250 mm diameter)

– 1 x 1,400 W zone with 2,000 W Booster function (200 mm diameter)

– 2 x 1,100 W zone with 1,400 W Booster function (160 mm diameter)

OVEN

• SoftClose oven door for supple handling

• 104 L gross oven capacity, comprehensively insulated with gapless oven 
liner for optimum energy performance

• Catalytic side liners and removable grill shield above element for ease of 
cleaning

• Triple-glazed door to maintain a safe to touch surface

• 150 mm fan blades for even heat distribution

• Temperature controls from 40° to 250°C

• 9 cooking functions to extend and inspire your cooking skills

• Two heavy gauge wire shelves, grill tray with wire insert, one set of tele-
scopic oven runners

• Meat probe for perfectly cooked roasts

• Twin interior lights

• Electronic clock with timer functions

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

• Additional set of telescopic oven runners

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Hard-wired to 220-240 V for connection to dedicated 62.2 amp circuit 
(10.9 kW max. rated load)

• 895 mm wide x 870-910 mm high (to the cooktop surface) x 600 mm 
deep

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

870-910mm

600mm895mm

H9I09S1
90 cm wide freestanding cooker with electric oven and five-zone induction cooktop
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BUILT-IN OVEN
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While you would use 
a cooktop for the 
majority of cooking 
applications - be it frying, 
wok cooking or steaming 
- the oven is where the 
special meals are created.

The Highland built-in oven has an enormous 116 L capacity, 
offering you the space that you have been dreaming of, 
especially on those occasions when all of your friends and 
family are expected at your place. It is ideal for 
slow-roasting, baking cakes, lasagna or any other family 
favourite to feed the masses.

Befitting its large capacity we have equipped it with a heavy-
duty racking system and a dual-diagonal heating system 
which ensures an even heat distribution in the cavity to 
minimise hot spots or heat shadows for reliable 
cooking results.

Importantly, the Highland 76 cm wide built-in oven fits 
600 mm deep standard cabinetry and is also suitable for 
retrofitting into existing cabinetry. 

Its complete range of 9 cooking functions 
will not only perfectly complement your 
current cooking style, but also inspire you 
to fine-tune tried and tested recipes. 
Chief among these are the Fan-grilling 
which enables you to grill larger pieces 
of meat without having to turn it half-way 
through. The Turbo function is ideal for 
pizzas or quiches, as it adds heat from 
below to the true fan heat for a crisp base 
and browned top.

The telescopic pull-out shelf makes easy 
work of basting the Christmas turkey or 
those times when you need to check the 
progress of how something is cooking. 
The food probe will help you achieve the 
most perfectly timed roasts, whatever your 
preference - from rare to well done, without 
drying out the meat.

Dessert is the crowning glory of a beautiful 
meal, but when it comes to saving time 
in the kitchen, it is the sweet delight of 
a self-cleaning oven that tops off your 
cooking experience. Highland’s built-in 
oven offers an automatic pyrolytic cleaning 
programme which eliminates laborious 
scrubbing to bring the oven interior back 
into a presentable state. All you do is set 
and forget, then wipe out the remaining 
residue with a damp cloth.
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COOKING FUNCTIONS
BUILT IN OVEN

DUAL-DIAGONAL CONVECTION

Gentle cooking of pastries, soufflés and cakes across different levels. At 
higher temperature also useful when roasting meats and poultry for 
even results.

CONVECTION BAKE

Ideal for uniform cooking of larger quantities of food with the fan circulating 
the heat from the top and bottom elements. Use for roasting vegetables, 
meat and poultry, or baked fish, as well as frozen potato products and 
breaded/battered chicken or fish.

BAKE

For traditional recipes, and those requiring a static oven without fan such as 
soufflés, meringues, Angel food cake or cream puffs.

GRILL

Four power settings from `low’ to `high’ can be selected, to achieve different 
levels of radiant heat for different levels of browning.

CONVECTION GRILL

The advanced grilling programme. For faster results without having to turn 
food (also ideal for fish that is too delicate to turn), lower temperatures 
resulting in less cleaning and more succulent results. 

DEFROST/DEHYDRATE
Fan operates to recirculate air inside oven cavity for fast and safe results. 
Maximum temperature 40 °C.

PROOFING
To help yeast-based dough rise effectively with occasional fan rotation.

WARMING
Three preset temperature levels (60/76/93 °C) for dish specific 
requirements.

TURBO
For fast pre-heating but also useful for applications that require strong heat 
from the base, i.e. frozen pizza.

SELF CLEAN
Heats up the oven to 450 °C and turns any residue into ash that can simply 
be wiped out with a damp cloth. Choice of two programmes for light or heavy 
soiling.
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H7E07S1
76 cm wide large capacity built-in oven with pyrolytic cleaning

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

578 mm

758mm

715mm

715mm 728mm

728mm

DESIGN

• Black glass with stainless steel accents

• Stainless steel handle and metal control dials

• Full-colour, clear-text LED display with sensor touch controls

• Designed for installation in standard cabinet depths of 600 mm

OVEN

• 116 L oven capacity, comprehensively insulated with gapless oven liner 
for optimum energy performance

• Dual-diagonal fan system for even heat distribution with minimal hot 
spots or heat shadows

• 9 cooking functions to extend and inspire your cooking skills

• Electronic temperature controls from 40 to 260 °C

• Quadruple-glazed doors to maintain a safe to touch surface

• SoftMotion oven door hinges keeps the door open in any position

• Three heavy gauge wire shelves with one set of fully telescopic oven 
runners, grill tray with wire insert

• Meat probe for perfectly cooked roasts

• Twin interior lights

• Two pyrolytic cleaning programmes (regular and eco) with electronic 
door lock to prevent access when the oven temperature is above 260 °C

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

• Additional set of telescopic oven runners

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Hard-wired to 220-240 V for connection to dedicated 25 amp circuit                             
(5.5 kW max. rated load)

• 758 mm wide x 728 mm high x 578 mm deep, ideal for standard cabinet 
depths
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INDUCTION COOKTOPS
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If there is one technology 
that has truly transformed 
the way we cook, it has to 
be induction cooktops.

Induction cooktops have revolutionised the way we cook, like 
smart phones changed the way we communicate.

Induction technology works by electromagnetic heat 
transfer from below the surface of the cooktop directly to the 
magnetic field in the pan base. This process considerably 
speeds up the time it takes to begin cooking because the 
heat transfer is instantaneous. In a traditional gas or electric 
cooktop, first the surface heats then the pan heats before 
any cooking takes place. Induction is a much more efficient 
and energy-saving method of cooking. Cooktop clean-up is a 
breeze also and in most instances requires just a wipe with a 
soft cloth. 

The technology is very powerful but works equally well when 
you need to perform delicate operations such as melting 
chocolate. Gone are the days of the double-boiler method, 
now you can do this in one pan, directly on the pan base.

As there are electronic controls at the heart of induction 
technology, this lends itself to adding features that are not 
possible with conventional cooktops. Please refer overleaf for
the different benefits afforded by the Highland OCTAZONE 
induction range.
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OCTAZONE 
INDUCTION COOKTOPS

Highland’s OCTAZONE technology represents the latest in 
induction cooking. Octagonal shaped induction zones maximise 
the cooking zone surface, in particular in a connected configuration 
resulting in an oblong shaped zone ideal for casserole dishes or the 
Highland cast iron griddle plate. 

The OCTAZONE 60 offers four individual or up to two connected 
XL zones, while the OCTAZONE 90 offers six individual and up 
to three connected zones. The bridging function is activated 
automatically when the cooktop detects a suitably shaped cooking 
container.

This is particularly useful for the GrillFunction which enables the 
use of the (optional) Highland cast-iron griddle plate across 
two zones.

While induction cooktops lend themselves to using cast-iron 
cookware, a specially designed power profile ensures the safe and 
even heating up of this accessory across two bridged OCTAZONES, 
without damaging any of the electronic circuits.

Each OCTAZONE has its own set of slide controls which are 
intuitive to use. The power levels are visualised with four different 
colours, and can be selected either via sliding across or directly 
touching the desired power levels. In a bridged configuration, the 
entire zone is controlled with just one set of controls. Each cooking 
zone can be individually timed, plus there is a separate 
minute minder. 

For common applications, such as bringing water to the boil for 
continued cooking of pasta for example, the automatic 
Heat-up&Turn-down function starts off with maximum power to 
then automatically drop back to the selected setting.

The Pause&Recall function comes in handy when you are cooking 
with several pots on the go but need to answer the door. Touching 
‘Pause’ will suspend all zones at once, and touching it again will 
reinstate all previously selected settings. 

Three temperature controlled KeepWarm presets offer set & forget 
applications, with 42 °C ideal for bain-marie cooking in a water bath, 
70 °C for continued food warming at food safe levels and without 
causing it to burn and 94 °C for a continuous simmer just below 
boiling point.

Safety features are paramount with induction cooktops. 
An electronic ChildLock function prevents little hands switching 
it on when they shouldn’t, while a residual heat indicator shows 
whether a pan has left a heated up zone that is not yet safe 
to touch.
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DESIGN

• Frameless ceramic glass surface for ease of cleaning and universal 
kitchen design integration

• Rear-printed ceramic glass for a uniform, deep black appearance under 
strong overhead lighting

PERFORMANCE

Six individually controlled OCTAZONE induction cooking areas

• Automatic pan detection and zone activation

• Automatic safety switch-off

• Two-stage Booster function per zone to enable optimum utilisation of 
available power (2.1 to 2.6 to 3.7 kW)

• Automatic bridging of two zones to create three XL zones for use with 
oblong casserole dishes or optional griddle plate

• 5.5 kW max. output across the combined zones

• Octagonal shape of individual zones maximises uniformity of heat 
distribution

CONTROLS

Six sets of OCTAZONE controls

• Slide-controlled for intuitive and easy access to the desired output level

• Colour coded LED’s indicate selected output levels

USER BENEFITS

• Residual heat indicator for operational safety

• Electronic ChildLock function to prevent unauthorised access

• Automatic Heat-up&Turn-down function for common cooking processes

• Three temperature controlled KeepWarm presets (42, 70, 94 °C) for set & 
forget applications

• Six separate timer functions and separate minute minder

• Pause&Recall function to de- and reactivate all active cooking settings 
with the simple touch of a button

• GrillFunction for optimum use with optional cast-iron griddle plate

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY

• HIXINDUGRID Cast-iron griddle plate 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Hard-wired to 220-240 V for connection to dedicated 50 amp circuit                             
(11.1 kW max. rated load)

• Product dimension (mm) 900 x 520

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 750 x 490

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

48mm

490mm
50 min

750mm

900mm

480mm
740mm

520mm

HIX906B1 OCTAZONE 90
90 cm wide induction cooktop with OCTAZONE technology
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DESIGN

• Frameless ceramic glass surface for ease of cleaning and universal 
kitchen design integration

• Rear-printed ceramic glass for a uniform, deep black appearance under 
strong overhead lighting

PERFORMANCE

Four individually controlled OCTAZONE induction cooking areas

• Automatic pan detection and zone activation

• Automatic safety switch-off

• Two-stage Booster function per zone to enable optimum utilisation of 
available power (2.1 to 2.6 to 3.7 kW)

• Automatic bridging of two zones to create two XL zones for use with 
oblong casserole dishes or optional griddle plate

• 5.5 kW max. output across the combined zones

• Octagonal shape of individual zones maximises uniformity of heat 
distribution

CONTROLS

Four sets of OCTAZONE controls

• Slide-controlled for intuitive and easy access to the desired output level

• Colour coded LED’s indicate selected output levels

USER BENEFITS

• Residual heat indicator for operational safety

• Electronic ChildLock function to prevent unauthorised access

• Automatic Heat-up&Turn-down function for common cooking processes

• Three temperature controlled KeepWarm presets (42, 70, 94 °C) for set & 
forget applications

• Four separate timer functions and separate minute minder

• Pause&Recall function to de- and reactivate all active cooking settings 
with the simple touch of a button

• GrillFunction for optimum use with optional cast-iron griddle plate

OPTIONAL ACCESSORY

• HIXINDUGRID Cast-iron griddle plate 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Hard-wired to 220-240 V for connection to dedicated 50 amp circuit                             
(7.4 kW max. rated load)

• Product dimension (mm) 590 x 520

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 560 x 490

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

48mm

490mm
50 min

560mm

590mm 520mm

HIX604B1 OCTAZONE 60
59 cm wide induction cooktop with OCTAZONE technology
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GAS COOKTOPS
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Just like you gather the 
best ingredients to come up 
with a great meal, we do 
the same with our 
appliances.

At the very heart of every Highland gas cooktop is the
Highland FullSpectrum burner that is designed to cover
the full complement of requirements - from delicate
simmering as low as 0.5 MJ/h to high-intensity wok
cooking at 22.0 MJ/h.

This broad range allows you to go from braising the meat to
turning down your ragout, for example to a very low simmer
to keep it warm, all without having to move the 
casserole dish.

To prove that only the best will do, all gas burners are made
from solid brass. The solid metal dials are further tangible
evidence of the Highland quality.

With individual and dedicated ignition boxes for each and
every cooking zone, the lighting process is precisely 
targeted. Should a flame blow, the automatic re-ignition 
ensures that the cooking process continues uninterrupted. 

However; if unsuccessful, a flame-failure 
device ensures that gas doesn’t leak 
into the kitchen and create a hazard. In 
combination, these features make for one 
of the most sophisticated gas cooktops on 
the market.

Choose from stainless steel models for
a heavy-duty commercial look or black
ceramic glass as a more elegant option.
Tailor it to your requirements with one, 
three, four, five or six burners, or have a 
foot in two camps with Highland’s mixed 
energy cooktops that have both gas and 
induction cooking zones.

Either one you choose, every Highland gas
cooktop is hand-finished and manually
tuned in Melbourne to ensure optimum
performance levels.
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DESIGN

• Frameless ceramic glass surface

• Low profile for optimum kitchen design integration

• Rear-printed ceramic glass for a uniform, deep black appearance under 
strong overhead lighting

PERFORMANCE

Five solid brass burners 

• Manually tuned for optimum performance

• 1 x FullSpectrum burner with 0.5 to 22.0 MJ/h output range across two 
rings to cover applications from delicate simmering to high-intensity 
stir-frying

• 1 x 8.5 MJ/h standard burner

• 2 x 10.2 MJ/h large burner

• 1 x 6.5 MJ/h compact burner

CONTROLS

• Solid steel control knobs

• Five individual electronic ignition boxes for targeted zone activation

SAFETY

• Flame failure safety device to shut off gas supply

• Automatic electronically controlled flame re-ignition

CONVENIENCE

• Smooth vitreous-enameled cast-iron pan supports, dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning

• Frameless ceramic glass surface for ease of cleaning

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Available for connection to Natural gas (HIG905B1N) or LPG (HIG905B1L)

• 10 Amp plug connection to 220-240 V

• Product dimension (mm) 960 x 505

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 870 x 470

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

A+20mm

870mm

470mm

230mm

50mm

65mm

960mm
A

505mm

HIG905B1 N/L
96 cm wide ceramic glass gas cooktop with central FullSpectrum burner
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HIG906S1 N/L
98.5 cm wide stainless steel gas cooktop with two FullSpectrum burners

DESIGN

• 3 mm strong high-grade 18/10 stainless steel hob surface for             
heavy-duty cooking

• Low profile for optimum kitchen design integration

PERFORMANCE

Six solid brass burners 

• Manually tuned for optimum performance

• 2 x FullSpectrum burners with 0.5 to 22.0 MJ/h output range across 
two rings to cover applications from delicate simmering to high-intensity 
stir-frying

• 2 x 8.5 MJ/h standard burners

• 1 x 10.2 MJ/h large burner

• 1 x 6.5 MJ/h compact burner

CONTROLS

• Solid steel control knobs

• Six individual electronic ignition boxes for targeted zone activation

SAFETY

• Flame failure safety device to shut off gas supply

• Automatic electronically controlled flame re-ignition

CONVENIENCE

• Smooth vitreous-enameled cast-iron pan supports, dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning

• 18/10 stainless steel with Scotchbrite finish for easy cleaning

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Available for connection to Natural gas (HIG906S1N) or LPG (HIG906S1L)

• 10 Amp plug connection to 220-240 V

• Product dimension (mm) 985 x 505 

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 950 x 470

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

A+20mm

950mm

470mm
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505mm
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HIG906B1 N/L
98.5 cm wide ceramic glass gas cooktop with two FullSpectrum burners

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Available for connection to Natural gas (HIG906B1N) or LPG (HIG906B1L)

• 10 Amp plug connection to 220-240 V

• Product dimension (mm) 985 x 505

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 950 x 470

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

A+20mm

950mm

470mm
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55mm
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985mm A

505mm

DESIGN

• Frameless ceramic glass surface

• Low profile for optimum kitchen design integration

• Rear-printed ceramic glass for a uniform, deep black appearance under 
strong overhead lighting

PERFORMANCE

Six solid brass burners 

• Manually tuned for optimum performance

• 2 x FullSpectrum burners with 0.5 to 22.0 MJ/h output range across 
two rings to cover applications from delicate simmering to high-intensity 
stir-frying

• 2 x 8.5 MJ/h standard burners

• 1 x 10.2 MJ/h large burner

• 1 x 6.5 MJ/h compact burner

CONTROLS

• Solid steel control knobs

• Six individual electronic ignition boxes for targeted zone activation

SAFETY

• Flame failure safety device to shut off gas supply

• Automatic electronically controlled flame re-ignition

CONVENIENCE

• Smooth vitreous-enameled cast-iron pan supports, dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning

• Frameless ceramic glass surface for ease of cleaning
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DESIGN

• 3 mm strong high-grade 18/10 stainless steel hob surface for             
heavy-duty cooking

• Low profile for optimum kitchen design integration

PERFORMANCE

Four solid brass burners 

• Manually tuned for optimum performance

• 1 x FullSpectrum burner with 0.5 to 22.0 MJ/h output range across two 
rings to cover applications from delicate simmering to high-intensity 
stir-frying

• 1 x 8.5 MJ/h standard burner

• 1 x 10.2 MJ/h large burner

• 1 x 6.5 MJ/h compact burner

CONTROLS

• Solid steel control knobs

• Four individual electronic ignition boxes for targeted zone activation

SAFETY

• Flame failure safety device to shut off gas supply

• Automatic electronically controlled flame re-ignition

CONVENIENCE

• Smooth vitreous-enameled cast-iron pan supports, dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning

• 18/10 stainless steel with Scotchbrite finish for easy cleaning

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Available for connection to Natural gas (HIG604S1N) or LPG (HIG604S1L)

• 10 Amp plug connection to 220-240 V

• Product dimension (mm) 660 x 505

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 560 x 470

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

GSPublisherEngine 0.0.100.100

660mm 505mm

A

A+20mm

60mm

560mm
470mm

330mm

65mm

HP4_2SS-NL

HIG604S1 N/L
66 cm wide stainless steel gas cooktop with FullSpectrum burner
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HIG604B1 N/L
66 cm wide ceramic glass gas cooktop with FullSpectrum burner

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Available for connection to Natural gas (HIG604B1N) or LPG (HIG604B1L)

• 10 Amp plug connection to 220-240 V

• Product dimension (mm) 660 x 505

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 560 x 470

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM
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DESIGN

• Frameless ceramic glass surface

• Low profile for optimum kitchen design integration

• Rear-printed ceramic glass for a uniform, deep black appearance under 
strong overhead lighting

PERFORMANCE

Four solid brass burners 

• Manually tuned for optimum performance

• 1 x FullSpectrum burner with 0.5 to 22.0 MJ/h output range across two 
rings to cover applications from delicate simmering to high-intensity 
stir-frying

• 1 x 8.5 MJ/h standard burner

• 1 x 10.2 MJ/h large burner

• 1 x 6.5 MJ/h compact burner

CONTROLS

• Solid steel control knobs

• Four individual electronic ignition boxes for targeted zone activation

SAFETY

• Flame failure safety device to shut off gas supply

• Automatic electronically controlled flame re-ignition.

CONVENIENCE

• Smooth vitreous-enameled cast-iron pan supports, dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning

• Frameless ceramic glass surface for ease of cleaning
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DESIGN

• 3 mm strong high-grade 18/10 stainless steel hob surface for             
heavy-duty cooking

• Low profile for optimum kitchen design integration

PERFORMANCE

Three solid brass burners

• Manually tuned for optimum performance

• 1 x FullSpectrum burner with 0.5 to 22.0 MJ/h output range across two 
rings to cover applications from delicate simmering to high-intensity 
stir-frying

• 1 x 10.2 MJ/h large burner

• 1 x 6.5 MJ/h compact burner

CONTROLS

• Solid steel control knobs

• Three individual electronic ignition boxes for targeted zone activation

SAFETY

• Flame failure safety device to shut off gas supply

• Automatic electronically controlled flame re-ignition

CONVENIENCE

• Smooth vitreous-enameled cast-iron pan support, dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning

• 18/10 stainless steel with Scotchbrite finish for easy cleaning

HIG903S1 N/L
85 cm wide stainless steel three-zone panoramic gas cooktop with FullSpectrum burner

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Available for connection to Natural gas (HIG903S1N) or LPG (HIG903S1L)

• 10 Amp plug connection to 220-240 V

• Product dimension (mm) 850 x 405

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 817 x 378

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

405mm
850mm

378mm
817mm

50mm
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DESIGN

• Frameless ceramic glass surface

• Low profile for optimum kitchen design integration

• Rear-printed ceramic glass for a uniform, deep black appearance under 
strong overhead lighting

PERFORMANCE

Three solid brass burners

• Manually tuned for optimum performance

• 1 x FullSpectrum burner with 0.5 to 22.0 MJ/h output range across two 
rings to cover applications from delicate simmering to high-intensity 
stir-frying

• 1 x 10.2 MJ/h large burner

• 1 x 6.5 MJ/h compact burner

CONTROLS

• Solid steel control knobs

• Three individual electronic ignition boxes for targeted zone activation

SAFETY

• Flame failure safety device to shut off gas supply

• Automatic electronically controlled flame re-ignition

CONVENIENCE

• Smooth vitreous-enameled cast-iron pan support, dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning

• Frameless ceramic glass surface for ease of cleaning

HIG903B1 N/L
85 cm wide ceramic glass panoramic gas cooktop with FullSpectrum burner

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Available for connection to Natural gas (HIG903B1N) or LPG (HIG903B1L)

• 10 Amp plug connection to 220-240 V

• Product dimension (mm) 850 x 405

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 817 x 378

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM
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DESIGN

• 3 mm strong high-grade 18/10 stainless steel hob surface for heavy-duty 
cooking

• Low profile for optimum kitchen design integration

PERFORMANCE

Solid brass burner 

• Manually tuned for optimum performance

• 1 x FullSpectrum burner with 0.5 to 22.0 MJ/h output range across two 
rings to cover applications from delicate simmering to high-intensity 
stir-frying

CONTROLS

• Solid steel control knob

• Electronic ignition box

SAFETY

• Flame failure safety device to shut off gas supply

• Automatic electronically controlled flame re-ignition

CONVENIENCE

• Smooth vitreous-enameled cast-iron pan support, dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning

• 18/10 stainless steel with Scotchbrite finish for easy cleaning

HIG301S1 N/L
35.2 cm wide stainless steel single FullSpectrum burner gas cooktop

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Available for connection to Natural gas (HIG301S1N) or LPG (HIG301S1L)

• 10 Amp plug connection to 220-240 V

• Product dimension (mm) 352 x 405

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 378 x 320

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM

A+20mm
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DESIGN

• Frameless ceramic glass surface

• Low profile for optimum kitchen design integration

• Rear-printed ceramic glass for a uniform, deep black appearance under 
strong overhead lighting

PERFORMANCE

Solid brass burner 

• Manually tuned for optimum performance

• 1 x FullSpectrum burner with 0.5 to 22.0 MJ/h output range across two 
rings to cover applications from delicate simmering to high-intensity 
stir-frying

CONTROLS

• Solid steel control knob

• Electronic ignition box

SAFETY

• Flame failure safety device to shut off gas supply

• Automatic electronically controlled flame re-ignition

CONVENIENCE

• Smooth vitreous-enameled cast-iron pan support, dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning

• Frameless ceramic glass surface for ease of cleaning

HIG301B1 N/L
35.2 cm wide ceramic glass single FullSpectrum burner gas cooktop

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Available for connection to Natural gas (HIG301B1N) or LPG (HIG301B1L)

• 10 Amp plug connection to 220-240 V

• Product dimension (mm) 352 x 405

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 378 x 320

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM
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HIXG905B1 N/L
101.5 cm wide ceramic glass mixed energy cooktop with four FullSpectrum burners and a large induction
cooking zone

DESIGN

• Frameless ceramic glass surface for ease of cleaning and universal 
kitchen design integration

• Rear-printed glass for a uniform, deep black appearance under strong 
overhead lighting

PERFORMANCE

Cooking with gas

• Manually tuned solid brass burner for optimum performance

• 4 x FullSpectrum burner with 0.5 to 22.0 MJ/h output range across two 
rings to cover applications from delicate simmering to high-intensity 
stir-frying Induction cooking

Cooking with induction

• 1 x 280 mm diameter induction cooking zone with Booster function and 
5.5 kW maximum output

CONTROLS

• Solid steel control knobs

• Four individual electronic ignition boxes for targeted zone activation (gas)

• Induction zone with Booster function and automatic Heat-up&Turndown 
function

SAFETY

• Flame failure safety device to shut off gas supply

• Automatic electronically controlled flame re-ignition

• Automatic pan detection, and safety cut-out (induction zone)

CONVENIENCE

• Smooth vitreous-enameled cast-iron pan supports, dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Available for connection to Natural gas (HIXG905B1N) or LPG (HIXG905B1L)

• 25 Amp plug connection to 220-240 V, 5.5 kW max. rated load

• Product dimension (mm) 1015 x 505

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 960 x 470

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM
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DESIGN

• Ceramic glass surface for ease of cleaning

• Raised control panel 

• Rear-printed ceramic glass for a uniform, deep black appearance under 
strong overhead lighting

PERFORMANCE

Cooking with gas

• Manually tuned solid brass burner for optimum performance

• 1 x FullSpectrum burner with 0.5 to 22.0 MJ/h output range across two 
rings to cover applications from delicate simmering to high-intensity 
stir-frying

Induction cooking

• 1 x 210 mm diameter induction cooking zone with Booster function and 
3.2 kW maximum output.

• 1 x 140 mm diameter induction cooking zone with Booster function and 
1.8 kW maximum output.

CONTROLS

• Solid steel control knobs

• Electronic ignition box for automatic zone activation

• Induction zones with Booster function and automatic Heat-up&Turn- 
down function

SAFETY

• Flame failure safety device to shut off gas supply

• Automatic electronically controlled flame re-ignition

• Automatic pan detection, and safety cut-out (induction zones)

CONVENIENCE

• Smooth vitreous-enameled cast-iron pan support, dishwasher safe for 
easy cleaning

HIXG903B1 N/L
85 cm wide ceramic glass mixed energy cooktop with FullSpectrum gas burner and two induction 
cooking zones

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

• Available for connection to Natural gas (HIXG903B1N) or LPG (HIXG903B1L)

• 15 Amp plug connection to 220-240 V, max 3.7 kW rated load

• Product dimension (mm) 850 x 405

• Cut-out dimension (mm) 817 x 378

TECHNICAL DIAGRAM
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ACCESSORIES

INDUCTION COOKTOP

FREESTANDING COOKERS

OCTAZONE INDUCTION GRIDDLE PLATE (HIXINDUGRID)

Specifically designed for Highland OCTAZONE induction cooktops

- Enameled cast-iron

- For exclusive use with the Highland OCTAZONE GrillFunction

CAST IRON GRIDDLE (H9GPEN06)

- To be placed across two gas burners on top of the middle cooktop trivet 

- For 90 and 120 cm wide freestanding cookers with gas hob

TEPPANYAKI PLATE (H9G901309)

- Solid 1/4 inch thick stainless steel with integrated grease channel

- To be placed on top of two gas burners  in lieu of the middle cooktop trivet 

- For the 90 cm wide freestanding cooker with gas hob only


